PROGRESS IN PLEDGE
IMPLEMENTATION JUNE 2020
Pledge Updates
UNHCR has established an online system for tracking the implementation
of the pledges made at the 2019 Global Refugee Forum (GRF) and the 2019
High Level Segment (HLS) on Statelessness.
A phased approach is taken to develop this tracking system. In
the immediate term, tracking is being carried out through a system of selfreporting by pledging entities, using a short online questionnaire that can be
accessed on the GRF Dashboard.
Marking six months since the Global Refugee Forum (GRF), pledging
entities have been invited to provide the first updates on progress towards
the implementation of their pledges.
Pledging entities have been requested to track pledges in three stages: “in
the planning stage”; “in progress”; or “fulfilled”.
232 pledge updates have been received to date (as of 16 June 2020).
Of those received, 70% are ‘in progress’ while over 20% are ‘in the
planning stage’.
15 pledges have been fulfilled since the GRF.
Total number of pledge updates received:

Pledging Entities:
The pledges by States and NGOs made up the bulk of those which
submitted progress updates.
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THEME / INFORMATION

Areas of Focus:
Of those received, protection capacity and education represented the
largest submissions, by area of focus.
Regional breakdown:
Pledges from Europe made up more than one third of progress
updates received, followed by global pledges.

Progress Stages:
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THEME / INFORMATION

In ‘In Progress’ stage, a quarter were made up by Protection Capacity
followed by Education. Over one third of the submissions came from
Europe in various types of pledges (financial, policy, material and technical
support, etc.)
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Of the updates received, a significant number of the fulfilled pledges came
from Europe mainly in financial and policy pledges.
The questionnaire will remain accessible online, and pledging entities are
encouraged to submit updates through this system throughout the year,
particularly when the status of their pledge implementation
changes. Updates on implementation trends will be issued twice per year.
The GRF Coordination Team
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